Construction of new co-operative studio building:
Spree river frontage / U-Bahn / experimental architecture
New studio development by Atelierhaus Genossenschaft Berlin e.G.: Right on the
Spree and close to U7 station Zitadelle.
Forty studios with river views on a waterfront property. Each studio features
4.5-metre ceilings and a standard fit-out.
Contact / information: Matthias Nebel / Board Member
haus2@ahgb.info / +49.174.52 52 796 / www.ahgb.info
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AHGB eG is initiating a second cooperative studio site in Berlin – in spite of corona – with an experimental new building
development project:
Location
Ideal transport connections
Spree view from every studio

Waterfront property in Spandau, Berlin
200 metres from Zitadelle station (U7)
Built parallel to the Spree river, each floor features a spacious terrace with water views, accessed by a freight elevator.
Views of the Spree from every studio: half with a mainly
southern orientation towards the river, half with large
windows to the north.
For the next planning phase of the development, we are
proud to be working with FAR, an innovative architecture
practice with notable experience in cost-effective,
aesthetically sophisticated construction (see Baunetz).

Office and residential building
in Moabit, Berlin by FAR.

Loft Principle

The spatial concept we’ve developed is specifically tailored
to meet the needs of artists. Artists have always made large
empty spaces their own and made use of basic, existing
infrastructure for exactly what they need—because every artist
is individual.
We’ve designed the studio shells to be as simple and standardised as possible to keep costs—rents and cooperative
shares—as low as possible for occupants. Individual
customisation requirements are the occupant’s own
contribution and at their own expense, the same as moving
into a factory space awaiting walls and fixtures.
All studios have a ceiling height of approx. 4.5 metres to
allow for a mezzanine level, a DIY solution that can
significantly increase the usable area.

Example studio (Sauerbruch &
Hutton Architectural Studios)
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The cooperative builds a studio
with 29 m2 of floor space and a
height of 4.5 metres...

...you build a raised work area
with a kitchenette underneath...

...or a drawing level with storage
space and an area for messy
work underneath...

...or an elevated storage area
that leaves the downstairs space
free for painting...

29 m2 + 10 m2 = 39 m2 usable area

29 m2 + 14,5 m2 = 43,5 m2 usable area

29 m2 + 15 m2 = 44 m2 usable area

Upgrade-Principle

Haus 2
-Prinzip
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Studio shell features: Water connection in one corner, unplastered walls (large
industrial bricks, prefabricated concrete sections). Floor 1:100
finished
with sound-insulaDipl.-Ing. C
auf A1
Architekt
1:200
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ting screed. Electrical cables visible on the walls and a limited number of sockets.
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Built-in heating. Light streaming into the 4.5-metre space through large windows.
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The floor and/or walls can be painted, and a sink
A
framed structure can be built to create a mezzanine level. There is ample height to
allow comfortable working and standing on both levels. Build a workshop
downstairs with an office, library, or storage space above.

Costs
According to our current preliminary draft, studio shells from 29 m2 will be available. All studios have a
ceiling height of 4.5 metres, so the usable area can be extended up to 1.5 times the existing floor space
with a mezzanine. Rent is calculated based on the floor area of the studio shell. The floor are plus any
space gained through self-constructions is usable area.
To cover building costs, the cooperative share is calculated at EUR 1050 per m2 of studio floor area plus
basic rent at 12 EUR per m2 (excluding Nebenkosten (heating and bills)).
Example
29 m2 floor area studio shell + 14.5 m2 self-construction =
29 x 		
1050 EUR						
=
									
29 x 		
12 EUR						
=

43.5 m2 usable area
31000 EUR cooperative share (rounded up
from 30 450 EUR)
348 EUR basic rent

The height of the space and the addition of a self-built structure in this example mean the cost for the
usable area would be reduced to approx. 700 EUR per m2 cooperative share and 8 EUR per m2 rent.
Floorplan variant
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Long-term, secure studios
with stable costs

A studio at Atelierhaus-Genossenschaft Berlin provides:
A great tenant community, co-management, lasting security and no rent hikes.
AHGB is a cooperative society founded by artists for artists with the aim of
providing members with long-term affordable studio space. Cooperative shares
paid in become the equity capital for the purchase of the property and the building
construction; the monthly rent covers bank loan and additional costs. While not as
cheap as we might wish, the benefit is security in never again facing exorbitant rent
increases or broken lease agreements.
No private investor profits from us; the building will never be sold. We stay in our
studios for the long term, paying them off for ourselves and for future generations
of artists.
The concept works: We bought our first studio building in the north of
Charlottenburg in 2017. It is now at full occupancy with thirty-five cooperative
members. The timeline and financing for the development progressed exactly as
scheduled and the cooperative has stable liquidity. We want to grow and to offer
our studio-less members and other interested parties a second location.
We are looking forward to meeting you!
Contact / Information: Matthias Nebel / Board member
haus2@ahgb.info / 0174.52 52 796 / www.ahgb.info
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As at: July 2020
(c) AHGB eG

